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14.1 Introduction
The purpose of the present study is to investigate the determinants of
both R&D and physical investment using a panel of firm data. In a
standard neoclassical model ofinvestment, the firm is assumed to choose
an investment plan to maximize the present discounted value of net cash
flow subject to the production technology, cost of adjustment function,
initial capital stocks, and other appropriate constraints (or else to mini-
mize the present discounted total cost of production subject to the same
constraints and an expected production plan). In full generality, this
involves considering nonlinear stochastic control problems, and explicit
solutions ofthe first-order conditions are intractable withoutvery restric-
tive assumptions. Assumptions such as staticexpectations aboutprices, a
simple form ofthe production function, the absence ofan explicit cost of
adjustment function, and the imposition of a given lag structure are
usually made to derive the specification of the investment function.
In view ofthe complexities of a formal model ofinvestment decisions,
and also because of a lack of data on factor prices at the firm level, we
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have to settle for a looser approach in the spirit of data analysis as
advocated by Sims (1972a, 1972b, 1977, 1980; Sargent and Sims 1977). A
priori, expected demand and expected profitability are important deter-
minants for investment decisions. Both are unobservable. Following
Pakes (this volume), we propose to use the stock market one-period
holding rate ofreturn, q, as an indicator ofchanges in expectation about
thefirm's future profitability. Forexpecteddemand, we haveuseda more
traditional distributed lag formulation of the rate of growth of sales, s.
These two variables plus the rates of growth of R&D and physical
investment, , and i, are embedded in a multivariate autoregressive
model. We perform a series ofexogeneity tests to investigate the appro-
priateness of restricted versions of this general model which are of
interest. In particular, we vindicate an extended form of the traditional
acceleratormodel: extendedbothbecauseit applies toR&D as well as to
physical investment and because it takes expected profitability, not only
demand, as a majorexplanatoryfactor. Thespecification ofourmodel is
discussed in section 14.2, while our results are presented in section 14.3.
We end with a few remarks in section 14.4.
14.2 Model Specification: Statistical and Economic Considerations
We startfrom what we call ourgeneral model and derive ourextended
accelerator model, discussing the meaning and specification of each
equation in turn.
14.2.1 A General Model
First, let us denote the four variables ourstudyconcentrates on by qnt'
Snt' 'nt' and int, where nand t represent firm and year subscripts (n = 1 to
N; t = 1to 1),respectively. Tosimplifymatterswe shallsuppress thefirm
subscriptn in generaland,whenconvenient,we shallalso representbyYnt
or Yt the column vector of our four variables, that is, Yt = (qt,St, rt,it)'.
The variable qt is the stock market one-period holding rate ofreturn,
defined as qt = (Pt - Pt-l + dt)lpt, where Pt is the price of a share at the
endofyeart, anddt is the dividend pershare paid during this year. Thus,
qt is equalto the rate ofchange ofthevalue ofa one dollarshare overthe
year plus the corresponding dividend. Variables St, rt, and it denote the
first difference between year t and year (t - 1) ofthe logarithms ofsales,
R&D expenditures, and gross investments, respectively, and are thus
approximatelyequaltotheirrateofchangefrom yeartoyear: St = 10g(Stl
St-l); 't= 10g(RtIRt- l); it = 10g(Itllt _ l)·1
1. In the empirical implementation, qf is adjusted for stock splits when they occur. Sales
are deflated using industry price indexes; R&D and investment expenditures are also
deflated by an overall price index. There is the possibility of some mismatch in timing
betweenSf' 'f' and if, which are basedonthecompanies'fiscal year, andqn which is basedon273 Extended Accelerator Model of R&D and Physical Investment
Given ourfocus onthesefour variables, we areinterestedin investigat-
ing thoroughly their mutual dynamic interrelationships. Without pre-
tending too much a priori knowledge about these interrelations, we start
by assuming that they can be represented by an autoregressive model:
(1) Yt = A(L)Yt-1 + ~t + 'Ilt,
where A(L) is a matrix of polynomials in the lag operator (L), ~t is a
vector of time-specific effects or year dummies, and 'Ilt is a vector of
disturbances assumed to be normally distributed, uncorrelated over time
but correlated across equations: "1t serially uncorrelated N(O, I). The
vector 'Ilt is called the vector of "innovations" in the variables. We can
write (1) more simply as:
(1') Yt = A(L)Yt-1 + "1t,
ifwe take care ofthe yeareffects ~tby measuringourvariables relative to
their year means, as we shall assume from now on.
2
With an adequate number oflags, the autoregressive model is flexible
enough to account well for the correlation structure ofour variables and
simulate their dynamic behavior. From a purely statistical standpoint,
equivalentformulations can be obtained by multiplying bothsides of(1')
by any nonsingular (four by four) matrix Bo. Among them, recursive
formulations may beofpracticalinterest, especially onethatcorresponds
to thecausalorderingwe are going to hypothesizebetweenourvariables;
thatis, causalityrunningfrom q tos, andfrom bothq andsto randi. This
particular recursive formulation can be written as:
(I") BoYt = B(L)Yt-1 + tt,
where B(L) = BoA(L), and tt = Bo "1t, Bobeing a triangular matrix with 0
above the diagonal and 1 in the diagonal, such that the transformed
disturbances 'jt are othogonal (Le., uncorrelated across equations). In
fact, Bo is uniquely determined; its inverse, B-
1
, has the exact same
the calendar year. From previous work, we know that fiscal and calendar years do not
coincide for a large enough proportion offirms; an attempt to correctfor this problem had,
however, very little impact onour results. We preferred not to make any such correction in
the present study.
2. Our adoption ofa formulation in terms ofthe rates ofgrowth ofthe variables or log
differences results from a number of considerations. Using first differences is usually
advisedin the time-series literatureto getmorestationaryprocesses(GrangerandNewbold
1977). Actually, when we tried to estimate the autoregressive model in the levels of
variables, the results suggested a first difference formulation (some of the roots of the
characteristic equation associated with the model being close to one in absolute values).
Going to first differences is also a simple way to avoid dealing with firm-specific effects,
while the formulation in terms of levels raises the well-known difficulties of estimating a
dynamic model with such effects (Balestra and Nerlove 1966). First differences have,
however, the drawback ofmagnifying the problems oferrors in the variables (augmenting
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lowertriangularform with 1onthediagonal andcanbeobtainedfrom the
appropriate Cholewski decomposition of the original variance-
covariance matrix CT. This can be written as 'TIt == B-Itt , and amounts, in
practice, to successive projections ofthe original disturbances 'TIjt, which
transform them into tjr's:
'rIlt == tlt;'rI2t == atlt+ t2t; . .. .
Amongthe manystatistically equivalentformulations, we endeavorto
give a specific structural economic meaning to the pure autoregressive
form (1), and we therefore refer to it as our general model. All four
equations of the general model (q, S, r, and i) can be interpreted and
motivated by more or less precise economic considerations, and we can
test whether the restrictions suggested by such considerations are com-
patible with our data.
14.2.2 Interpretation and Motivation
We can justify our i equation as an investment demand equation,
referring directly to Malinvaud's recent book, Profitability and Unem-
ployment (1980; see also Malinvaud 1981). In his book, Malinvaud stud-
ies the implications of an investment model in which net investment
depends on expected capacity need and expectedprofitability. While the
influence of capacity needs corresponds to the well-known accelerator
phenomenon and is supported by the bulk of the vast number of econo-
metricstudiesofinvestment, hestresses theimportanceofprofitabilityas
another major determinant. Ifwe assume the investment equation to be
log-linear and take first differences, we get:
it == <t>qt-l + ~S~-l'
where it == log(NIt/NIt-I) is the log change in desired net investment
between periods (t - 1) and t, S~-l == 10g(S;-I/S~=i) and q~-l ==
10g(Q;-I/Q:=t) are the log changes or revisions of capacity need and
profitability between these same periods and as expected one period
before.
Therevision in theexpectedprofitability q~-l is presumablybecauseof
new information about the future which becomes available between
(t - 2) and (t - 1). Such revisions should have direct bearing on the
movements of stock prices during the same period and, hence, will be
reflected in the laggedvalues, qt-2 andqt-l, ofour stockmarket holding
rate of return variable. Therefore, we will interpret qt-l and qt-2 as
reasonable indicators of the unobservable q~-l in the investment
equation.
3
3. The usefulness ofstock marketvaluation as an indicator ofexpectations about future
profitability in an investment function can be traced back to Grunfeld (1960), and more
recently to the literature on "Tobin's Q" (Tobin 1971). Our q variable will be equal to the275 Extended Accelerator Model of R&D and Physical Investment
In the absence ofany direct information on expectations about capac-
ity, the usual and simple procedurein most econometricstudiesis to treat
them as a function ofpast levels ofoutput or sales. We can likewise take
the revision in the expected capacity need S~-l as a distributed lag
function of past changes in sales St-T, thereby justifying why lagged
valuesst _,.shouldappearin theinvestmentequation. Moregenerally, we
can consider S~-l as a forecast function depending not only on the past
St-,., but also on the past values of other relevant variables. Assuming
rational expectations, the actual change in sales St itself should be an
unbiased "forecast" ofthe expected S~-l' conditional on all the informa-
tion available in period (t - 1), and set _ 1 should only differ from St by an
uncorrelated forecast error. In particular, one would think that qt-l,
being a forward-looking variable, has a predictivevalue for both S~-l and
St, and therefore, will enter significantly in the forecast function even in
the presence of lagged St-,. terms. Thus, one should find that qt-l
influences investment both directly and indirectly via its effect on ex-
pected sales.
Finally, thechangein the desired netinvestmentvariableiiitselfis also
unobservable, and its relationship with the actual change in gross invest-
ment must be specified. The various kinds of delays occurring between
the decision and theexecutionofinvestmentplans, as well as an approxi-
mate proportionality ofretirements to past investments, suggest reasons
why lagged investment terms should also appear in the investment equa-
tion.
In sum, starting from Malinvaud's (1980) theoretical equation and
taking into account all the necessary transformations for its empirical
implementation,we getto an equationthatis veryclose totheinvestment
equation of our general model. Clearly, such a tentative and informal
derivation involves many problematic assumptions and issues. Be that as
it may, our investment equation consists of two main factors: scale and
intensity, as indicated by sales and stock market profitability, respec-
tively, and allows for a quite flexible lag structure. The standard objec-
tion one could raise is that more explanatory variables should have been
included, mainly the relative cost of labor and capital and the financial
liquidity of the firm. It is difficult, though, to get relevant information
about factor prices at the firm level; it is also plausible that they tend to
move roughly parallel for all firms, and that will be taken care ofby the
year dummies in the equation. As for financial liquidity of the firm, it
percentage change in Tobin's Qvariable, if debts are proportional to equity and there is no
change in the replacement value of the firm. Actually, the correlation between our q
variable and the change in Tobin's Qvariable, as computed otherwise, is quite high in our
sample. Our study is thus related to the studies investigating Tobin's Qas a determinant of
investment. See, for example, Engle and Foley (1975), Von Fustenberg (1977), and
Summers (1980), among others.276 Jacques Mairesse/Alan K. Siu
could be gauged by the importance ofpast profits, and it may be worth-
while to consider this possibility in further research.
The r equation can be justified along the same lines as the i equation
andinterpretedin terms ofanR&D demand equation. Oneofourbasic
topics of interest is to assess whether R&D and physical investment
behave more or less similarly.
From what we have already said, the s or sales equation can be
understood as a forecast function purporting to account for the expecta-
tions of firms about their future sales. It seems plausible, however, that
these expectations might also depend on othervariables besides the ones
already included in the equation.
The q or stock market holding rate of return equation has little eco-
nomic justification. Forthesake ofsymmetrywith thesequation, itcould
also be viewed as a forecast function ofexpectations on qt. However, it is
usually admitted thatqt cannot be predicted by its own pastvalues orthat
ofany othervariable. Thispropertyis known as Fama'ssemistrongtestof
stock market efficiency (Fama 1970, 1976). Conditional on the informa-
tion available atthebeginningofperiodt, theexpectedvalue ofqtshould,
by standard arbitrage argument, equal the prevailing market rate of
interest. Inotherwords, a trading rule basedonpublicinformation alone
would not allow traders to achieve any excess return on average.
14.2.3 An Extended Accelerator Model
Theconsiderationswe have justdevelopedsuggest acausal orderingof
the variables and specific restrictions on the equations.
We have touched on the issue ofstock market efficiency. The hypoth-
esis ofstock market efficiency simplifies our general model importantly,
the q equation reducing itself to qt = 'lllt( = 'It). In other words, q is
exogenous relative to the other variables, ors, r, and i do not cause q in
the sense of Granger (Pierce and Haugh 1977, 1979; Granger, 1980).
Such a hypothesis has been generally accepted in empirical work, but
rather than taking it for granted, it seems better to test it on our data.
4
Our central interest, however, is in the appropriateness of the tradi-
tional formulation ofthe accelerator model. This formulation postulates
that sales or expected sales are exogenous relative to investment, thus
ruling out feedback effects from investment to sales. This is a major
assumption, since without it not only the usual estimates ofthe so-called
accelerator effect might be biased, but the whole notion itself might not
be very meaningful. Within our general model, the accelerator assump-
4. Doubts have recently been expressed about the efficiency ofstock markets. Schiller
(1981) pointedoutthatthe actual stockprices fluctuate too much to reconcile with the stable
and smooth series of the present value of subsequent real dividends. See also Malinvaud
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tion is directly testable, requiring i, as well as rby analogy, to not appear
in the s equation.
Besides the questions of stock market efficiency and the appropriate-
ness of the accelerator assumption, we have also considered two other
issues of lesser significance. The first concerns the interrelations of
physical and R&D investment. There seems to be no reason why
physical investment should influence R&D investment per se. One
might expect, however, thatthe converse would notbetrue. A successful
R&D program would lead to product or process innovations, which
could result in new programs of investment. There is, however, little
evidence in ourdataofsuch a causal orderingfrom R&D to investment.
While we do not find any significant influence ofpast i on r, the influence
of past r on i is not significant either, and at best appears to be rather
weak.
The second issue relates to the existence ofcontemporaneous recipro-
cal influences betweenourvariables, or"instantaneouscausality". Inour
general model (1), this amounts to testing the diagonalityofthevariance-
covariance matrix I (i.e., no correlation across equations among the
disturbances 'Yljt) , while in the transformed recursive formulation (1"), it
becomes the test of the restriction that the contemporaneous value of a
variable does not enter as a regressor (i.e., Bo is an identity matrix,
otherwise 'Yljt = ~jt). A year being a long enough period for interactions
between variables to develop, one would expect instantaneous causality
to occur and, hence, the diagonality restriction to be strongly rejected.
This is indeed what happens. Another explanation of why the disturb-
ances in our model may be correlated across equations is of course the
omission of relevant (common or correlated) variables. One would thus
expect the disturbances in the investment and R&D equations ('Yl3t and
'Yl4t) to be correlated with each other and also with the disturbance in the
sales equation ('Yl2t). Indeed, this last disturbance can proxy for variables
influencing sales expectations but actually omitted from our forecast
equation; as such it should enter in both the investment and the R&D
equations, accounting partly for the correlation of their disturbances.
Thestructureofthedisturbances and theircorrelationsis clearlyrevealed
by the appropriate Cholewski decompostion, 'Ilt = B-
1tt, as previously
indicated.
We can focus our interest primarily on two restricted versions of the
general model: the first one assuming only stock market efficiency; the
secondonealso assuming theappropriateness ofthe acceleratorformula-
tion. We call the latter restricted model the accelerator model or the
extended accelerator model since it extends the traditional investment
accelerator to research and development expenditures, and because it
tries, through the use of the q variable, to incorporate expected prof-(2)
(2')
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itability as an important determinant of investment and R&D. Since
interactions between investment and R&D do not appear to be sig-
nificant, we generally consider the extended accelerator model without
them, but this need not be so in principle.
14.2.4 Moving Average Representation and Multipliers
Changing slightly our notation but still measuring variables relatively
to their year means, the extended accelerator model can be written:
qt = '11lt,
St = ~(L)qt-l + a(L)St-l'112tJ
rt = <f>(L)qt-l + ",(L)St-l + 8(L)rt-l +'113t
it = tV(L)qt-l + o(L)St-l + ~(L)it-l + '114t,
where the 'Yljt are mutually correlated across equations (but uncorrelated
over time). The causal structure of the model is simple and can be
illustrated by the path diagram in figure 14.1. Changes in q induce
variations in s, r, and i, and changes in S move rand i, but there is no
feedback from rand i to s or from S to q; there is also no interaction
between rand i. As we already stated, in view of this specific structure,
there is one appropriate and economically meaningful decomposition of
thecorrelated 'TItin termsofuncorrelatedtt. Renamingthese E t,Ut,Vt, and
Wt (instead of ~jt), we can write
'111t = Et,
'112t == aEt + Ut ,
'Yl3t = bEt + CUt + Vt ,
114t == dEt + eUt + fVt+ Wt·
In this form the independent errors, Et, Ut , Vt, and Wt, are intrinsically
related to the different equations ofthe accelerator model. They can be
regarded as the exogenous and unobservable (or unobserved) basic fac-
tors ofourmodel accounting for the evolution ofourobserved variables.
A change or "shock" in Et, oran innovation in qt, can thus be interpreted
as a shift in the firm's future profitability as expected by the traders onthe
stock market. We shall call such a shock an expected profitability shock,
or q shock, and the dynamic responses ofourvariables to it the q effects
ofq multipliers. Similarly, a change ora "shock"in Ut , oran independent
innovation in St, can be viewed as a shift in the expectation ofthe rate of
growth ofsales, and we shall speak ofa demand shock, ors shock, and of
thes effects or S multipliers. Itis ofsome interestto separatein the (total)
q ors effects the own effects and the additional orcross effects. The own
effects are computed in the absence of instantaneous causality (i.e.,
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Path diagram of the extended accelerator model.
initial change in qtor Stcorresponding to a shock in Et or Ut, as iftherewas
no other immediate impact of such shocks.
5
To illustrate the q and S multipliers and how a shock in E or U actually
affects the movements of our variables, we can consider a simplified
version of the accelerator model in which we keep only one lagged
variable (i.e., a first-order autoregressive model), ignore the correlations
of the disturbances across equations (i.e., ~ is diagonal), and drop the i
equation (since i and r behave in the same way). Itis enough to consider:
5. The formulations (1') and (I") of the general model can also be written: Yt = P(L)T)t
andYt = T(L)tt, peL) and T(L) being respectively the matrix of the own and total effects
with: peL) = [1 - A(L)L]-l = [1 - B- 1B(L)L]-1, and T(L) = P(L)Bo - l.280 Jacques Mairesse/Alan K. Siu
qt= Et,
St = ~qt-1 + aSt-1 + Ut,
rt = <f>qt-1 + ~St-1 + 8rt-1 + Vt,
with Ia 1<1, 181 <1, and Et , Ut, and Vt mutually uncorrelated. For this





- 1Et _ T + l aTut _ T,
T=1 T=O
00 00 00
rt = l WTEt - T+ l PTUt-T+ 28
Tvt _ T ,
t= 1 T=O T=O
where
with Po = 0, and for 'T = 1,2,....The response pattern ofourvariables
is described completely by this moving average representation. For ex-
ample, W
T is the effect on rafter 'T years ofa one-period, one-unitshock in
E. Thus, 2~= 1wT is thecumulativeeffect on r overaperiodofk years from
this shock, that is, the proportional change in the level ofR&D after k
years from this shock. A shock appears to induce decaying fluctuations in
growth rates andto putthe levels onhighergrowth paths. Essentially, the
effects on growth rates are transitory, while the changes in levels are
permanent.
The long-run effects of a one-period, one-unit shock in E or U on the
levels of sales and R&D can be easily computed and are given in table
14.1. A 1 percent increase in U will induce sales and R&D to increase
respectively by 2~= 1aT = 1/(1 - a) and 2~= 1 PT = ~/(1 - 8)(1 - a). The
ratio ofthese two effects, ~/(1 - 8), is the elasticityofR&Dwith respect
to sales, and thus can be called the long-run accelerator effect or multi-






Percentage Change in Level
/iSIS /iRIR
_~_ -.L + ~'Y
1 - ex 1 - 6 (1 - 6)(1 - ex)
'Y
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plier. The long-run elasticity ofR&D with respect to q is I~= 1w,. = <pI
(1 - e) + [(31'/(1 - e)(1 - a)]. This expression indicates clearly thatq can
affect R&D both directly and indirectly through its impact on sales: the
direct effect being <p/(1 - e); the indirect effect being the product ofthe
impact of q on sales (3/(1 - a) and the long-run accelerator 1'1(1 - e).
14.3 Empirical Results
14.3.1 Tests and Estimates
The empirical implementation of our study is based on a sample of
ninety-three firms with datafrom 1962 to 1977. This sample derives from
the Griliches and Mairesses (this volume) restricted sample of 103 firms
with no major merger problems. We had to discard ten firms because of
the lack of all the necessary information to construct the q variable.
Although our sample may seem small in terms of number of firms and
cannot be taken as representative ofthe corporate sector in any definite
sense, it is, in fact, about the largest size possible for firms doing R&D
over a sufficiently long period (at least ten good years for our type of
time-series cross-section analysis).
The sample means and standard deviations of our variables over the
twelve-year period, 1966-77, as well as the standard deviations of our
variables measured relative to their year means, are the following:
q = .104, s = .062" r = .025,





As could be expected, the stock market rate of return is extremely
variable. So is physical investment; it is not rare for a firm's physical
investment to double (or go down by half) from one year to the next.
Note that R&D expenditures are also quite variable, though much less
so than physical investment.
We have estimated all our models by Zellner's seemingly unrelated
regression least-squares method (based on the variance-covariance ma-
trix ~ estimated once and for all for the general model case). The
parameter estimates of the general model, the extended accelerator
model, and its simplified first-order autoregressive version are given in
tables 14.2 and 14.3, while all the different test results are brought
together in table 14.4
The general model uses four lagged values ofeach ofthefour variables
and is therefore estimated over the twelve-year period, 1966-77, includ-
ing also twelve-year dummies. We have experimented some with shorter
lags, but four lags seemed to be necessary to capture the dynamic be-
haviorofourvariablesadequately. Wehavealso checkedfor thepossibil-282 Jacques Mairesse/Alan K. Siu
ity ofserial correlationofthedisturbances. Itis apparentlynegligible, the
first- and second-order autocorrelation coefficients of the residuals lljt in
each equation being rather small uniformly (- .01 and - .06 for the q
equation residuals, respectively; - .02 and - .03 for the s equation
residuals; - .03 and - .01 for the r equation residuals; and - .01 and
- .07 for the i equation residuals).
Table 14.2 Parameter Estimates, General Modela
q 8 ,
q-l -.005 .044 .067 .172
(.027) (.008) (.015) (.030)
q-2 .002 .008 .034 .171
(.025) (.007) (.014) (.028)
q-3 -.009 .004 .021 .055
(.022) (.006) (.012) (.025)
q-4 .037 .011 -.006 .051
(.027) (.006) (.012) (.025)
8-1 - .161 .116 .335 .288
(.109) (.031) (.060) (.121)
8-2 -.043 -.028 .097 - .006
(.108) (.031) (.060) (.120)
8-3 -.076 .089 .102 .097
(.109) (.031) (.060) (.121)
8-4 .069 .050 .072 .112
(.107) (.031) (.059) (.119)
'-1 -.012 .023 -.243 .140
(.055) (.016) (.031) (.061)
'-2 -.047 - .015 -.132 - .013
(.062) (.018) (.034) (.068)
'-3 -.016 .026 .142 - .103
(.065) (.019) (.036) (.072)
, -4 - .106 -.016 -.009 -.054
(.057) (.016) (.031) (.063)
i-I -.064 - .001 .003 - .344
(.028) (.008) (.015) (.031)
i_2 -.062 .012 .003 - .332
(.029) (.008) (.016) (.032)
i_ 3 -.004 - .007 -.023 -.209
(.029) (.008) (.016) (.032)
i_4 - .019 -.004 .002 - .143
(.028) (.008) (.015) (.031)
Weighted residuals sum of squares = 4464
Degrees of freedom = 4346
aThe parameter estimates of the 8, " and i equations do not differ in the general model
without market efficiency nor with market efficiency, while the q equation vanishes in the
latter case.283 Extended Accelerator Model of R&D and Physical Investment
Conversely, the contemporaneous correlations of the residuals 'l1jt
across equations are ratherhigh (.19, .07, and .07 betweenthe q equation
and the s, r, and i equation residuals, respectively; .18 and .26 between
the s equation and the rand i equation residuals; .18 between the rand i
equation residuals). The test of diagonality is indeed strongly rejected.
Using the Cholewski decomposition, we can write:
Table 14.3 Parameter Estimates, Extended Accelerator Model
First-Order Autoregressive
Extended Accelerator Model Accelerator Model
s , s ,
q-1 .043 .068 .174 .041 .063 .194





q-4 - .012 .038
(.012) (.024)
S-l .143 .345 .354 .154 .384 .256
(.029) (.058) (.119) (.028) (.057) (.114)
S-2 -.000 .108 .047
(.028) (.058) (.116)
5-3 .106 .095 .074
(.028) (.059) (.117)
S-4 .052 .072 .077
(.028) (.058) (.115)
















Weighted residuals sum of squares = 4519 Weighted residuals sum of squares = 4777
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T]lt == E t ,
T]2t == .055Et+ at,
TJ3t == .040Et+ .329at+ Vt,
T]4t == .079€.t + .974at+ .284vt+ Wt,
the standard deviations of the uncorrelated Et, Ut, Vt, and Wt being .358,
.101, .194, and .380, respectively. It appears from these estimates that u,
the independentinnovationins, has an immediate andstrongimpacton i
and a more moderate one on r, while the immediate effect of E, the
innovationin q, is quiteweak. Note also that the independentinnovation
in r has a sizeable effect on i as well.
Considering the estimated equations ofthe general model in turn, it is
clear that all the implications suggested by the economic interpretation
are by andlarge supported. All thecoefficients ofthe q equation (i.e., the
sixteen coefficients ofthelaggedvalues ofq,s, r, and iexceptfor thetime
dummies) are insignificant and, even taken together, the hypothesis of
their joint nullity cannot be rejected at the 5 percent significance level.
This is another confirmation of the unpredictability of q from past in-
formation and thus also of the hypothesis of stock market efficiency.
All eight coefficients ofthelagged randiterms areinsignificant in thes
equation. Assuming stock market efficiency, their joint nullity (together
with that ofthe coefficient ofq-2, q-3, and q-4which are also individu-
ally insignificant) cannot be rejected at a 5 percent level of significance.
Wecan thus accept the hypothesis thatsandq are exogenous relative to r
and i, and that the accelerator model is a reasonable specification, even
though at first it appeared to be a rather strong simplification.
6
In the requation, thefour lagged i terms and likewise the four lagged r
terms in the i equation are all insignificant, except for the coefficient of
r _ I on i, which is on the verge ofindividual significance at the 5 percent
level. As a group, they are insignificant at the 5 percent level. We can
accept the absence of interactions, other than instantaneous, bet\XJeen r
and i and hence we can accept the accelerator model without such
interactions. On the other hand, the hypothesis (considered by way of
illustration) that the accelerator is first-order autoregressive is strongly
rejected.
14.3.2 Dynamic and Long-Run Multipliers
The implications of our results are best described by the dynamic
responsesofourvariablesto thedifferentshocks andthe q ands effectsor
multipliers. All long-run multipliers are given in table 14.5, while the q
ands dynamicmultipliers are representedin figures 14.2to 14.5. We shall
comment on them in turn.
6. Thefact thatwe cannotreject exogeneitytests ofbothq (stock marketefficiency) and
s (accelerator model) is all the more meaningful since our sample has a large number of

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.291 Extended Accelerator Model of R&D and Physical Investment
The eight matrices in table 14.5 consist of the own and total effects
estimatedfor thegeneralmodelwith andwithoutstockmarket efficiency,
the extended accelerator model (without rand i interactions), and the
first order autoregressive accelerator model. We have not endeavored to
compute the standard deviations of these coefficients.
7 However, the
comparison of their values for the four different specifications gives us a
feeling for their precision. As we have seen, the general model with
marketefficiency andtheextendedaccelerator are notstatisticallydiffer-
ent at the 5 percent significance level; indeed all the estimated effects for
these two models are very close. The general model without market
efficiency differs mainlyfrom thatwith marketefficiency bytheestimated
effect of s (or u) on q; however, this effect should not be statistically
significant, corresponding mainly to the large insignificant coefficient of
s-1 in the q equation (see table 14.2). The largest discrepancies between
the extended accelerator model and its first-order autoregressive version
occur in the estimated effects ofs (oru) on rand i (and also ofi [or w] on
itself); these discrepancies are probablysignificant since theycorrespond
to the significant coefficients ofs_2 ands_4 in the rand i equations (and
also of i_2 , i_3, and i_4 in the i equation).
The comparison ofthe own and total effects shows the importance of
thecontemporaneousinfluences ofq andsonrandi (i.e., theimportance
of instantaneous causality). This was already clear from the Cholewski
decomposition given above, showing the correlation structure of the
innovations in our variables. Consider the one very striking case: the
long-run impact of a 1 percent s or u shock on the level of physical
investmentwould amount only to .35 percent, instead ofabout .85, ifthe
contemporaneous dependence between sand i were eliminated.
Figures 14.2 to 14.5 each consist ofthree graphs, depicting the yearly q
ors (total) effects ofthe three rates ofgrowth: s, r, and i, oron the three
percentage changes in levels: /iSIS, /iRIR, /iIII (these effects being esti-
mated for the extended accelerator model). The responses ofsand r to
the q ors shocks are similar enough, damping down rapidly with most of
the effects dissipating in three years. The investment growth rate i reacts
more strongly and irregularly. In response to a 1percent q shock, it goes
up to about .15 in the first year and down to .10 and - .05 in the second
and third years, then cycles down quickly to zero. In response to a 1
percents shock, after an immediate impact ofabout 1, it plunges to 0and
- .25 in the first and second years, then cycles back quickly to zero. In
coherence with these patterns ofresponse, the levels ofsales and R&D
expenditures increase steadily toward their new long-run values while
7. The total and own effects are highly nonlinear and complicated expressions of the
estimatedparameters, makingthederivationoftheirstandarddeviationsa problematictask
(see note 5).292 Jacques Mairesse/Alan K. Siu
investment starts by overshooting its own, all cumulated effects being
practically completed in five years.
The long-run (total) effects ofa 1percent q shockonsales, R&D, and
investment levels are respectively about .15, .20, and .30. These elastici-
ties appear to be rather small; however, gauged in terms ofthe standard
deviations ofthe corresponding rates ofgrowth, they are quite sizeable.
A one standard deviation q shock induces changes in the levels ofsales,
R&D, and investment of about .55, .40, and .25 of their respective
standard deviations.
The absolute long-run effects of a 1 percent s shock are much larger
than those ofa 1percent q shock, moving the levels ofsales, R&D, and
investment by about 1.4, .95, and .85 repectively. Yet, measured in units
of standard deviations, s shocks are not more effective than q shocks in
driving R&D and physical investments: the changes induced by the
former being about .50 and .20, compared to .40 and .25 by the latter. In
this regarditshould benotedthatonly30 percentoftheq effectonR&D
and 55 percent ofthe q effect on investment relies on the direct influence
ofq, theremaining effect resulting from theimpactofq ons. This remark
shows that in considering an R&D or investment equation in isolation,
one might be led to a serious underestimate of the significance of the q
variable.
For comparison with the results of other investment studies, it is
interesting to translate the long-run s effects into the usual accelerator
elasticities (Ji.I/I)/(Ji.S/S) or (Ji.R/R)/(Ji.S/S): they are about .6 ("-'.85/1.4)
and .7 ("-'.98/1.4) for physical investment and R&D, respectively. The
latterestimate of.7 accords well with theelasticity ofR&D capital stock
reported to be around .5 to .8 by Nadiri and Bitros (1980) in the only
other study investigating investment and R&D demand jointly. The
former estimate of .6 is, however, lower than their estimated elasticity of
around 1 for physical capital stock. A unitary elasticity is implied by the
standardJorgensonian factor demand framework (i.e., theinverse ofthe
returns to scale in the production function, which presumably are not
very far from being constant) and is in fact found in many econometric
studies (for example, Jorgenson and Stephenson 1967; Jorgenson 1971).
Because of the various differences in specification, it is difficult to pin-
point the actual reasons for our relatively low accelerator estimate. It
probably arises from our rate of growth formulation. Using a similar
formulation, Eisner found an even lower estimate of about .4 (Eisner
1978a, 1978b; see also Oudiz 1978).8 Eisner's explanation, which is simi-
lar to Friedman's permanent income hypothesis, may also be applicable
8. To be precise, Eisner's dependent variable is the deviation from the firm mean ofthe
investment-capital ratio, or the rate ofgrowth ofthe capital stock plus its rate ofdeprecia-
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to our results. In our specification of the accelerator model, the q and s
shocks are assumed to be free from errors orcontamination by any noise.
In reality, the fluctuations in q and s have large transitory components,
which will have presumably little impact on i and r. Our estimates ofthe
accelerator elasticity and, more generally, ofthe q and s effects might be
larger if we could disentangle the transitory variations from the perma-
nent changes in q and s.
14.4 Final Remarks
Using a multivariate autoregressive framework, we have found a sim-
ple causal structure for the variables of interest, q, s, r, and i, which is
consistent with our data. As expected from the stock market efficiency
hypothesis, q, the stock market one-period holding rate of return, is
exogenousrelative to the otherthreevariables (orGrangercauses them).
Aspostulatedin the traditional acceleratormodel ofinvestment, the rate
of growth of sales, s can also be treated as exogenous to the rates of
growth ofR&D and physical investment, rand i. Moreover, no strong
feedback interaction is detected between rand i.
Within the simple structure of the extended accelerator model, the
substantive conclusion is that R&D and physical investment react very
similarly to the growth of sales and to movements in q; however, the
response ofR&D is more stable or less irregular than that of physical
investment. Both expected demand and expected profitability thus
appear to be important determinants for R&D expenditures and physi-
cal investment.
Itwill be important to check ourfindings against other data. Also, our
study could be improved by incorporating othervariables ofinterest (see
Ben-Zion, this volume). In future work, it would beparticularly interest-
ing to go further in two directions:
1. The multivariate autoregressive setup proved to be useful and
convenient for studying the dynamic relationships between variables.
However, a more elaborate specification might help to filter out the
permanentfrom the transitory components ofthe variables. This issue is
related to our choice of growth rates formulation, which has many
advantagesbutalso tends tomagnifytherelative importanceoftransitory
components or errors in the variables.
2. The fact that past q's, though probably error ridden, are signifi-
cantly correlated with s, r, and i confirms that movements in stock prices
carry valuable expectational information about future profitability. This
interpretation ofthe q variables should be more rigorously substantiated
and its relation to "Tobin's Q" clarified. More generally, the extended
accelerator model should be grounded more firmly in theory and pro-
vided with a more definite behavioral interpretation.294 Jacques MairesselAlan K. Siu
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Comment John J. Beggs
This paper is an extensive attempt at data analysis of the relationships
between market value, sales, research and development, and investment
atthe firm level. Thesample is large, being a cross section of103 firms for
a fifteen-year period. Thenowfamiliar vectorautoregressiveformulation
of the dynamic process is employed, and unrestricted and restricted
formulations of the lagged variable interactions are estimated. The re-
sulting discussion in section 14.3 of the paper provides a thoughtful
interpretation of empirical results.
Within the Mairesse-Siu framework at least three major methodologi-
cal issues must be addressed, though I believe these comments extend to
a good numberofthepaperspresentedin this volume. Thefirst, andmost
fundamental, is the complete lack of recognition of the competitive
environment in which a firm exist. For instance, it seems quite incon-
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gruous that a firm's R&D should depend on its own R&D four years
lagged, yet not be made to depend on that of its major competitor's
R&Din the recentyear. Boththe dictatesoffashion andthe availability
ofmodeling apparatus have led to this neglect. It should be emphasized
that the "fix-up" of adding dummy variables does accommodate this
critique, through recentering the data, but the essential interaction
among firms remains unaddressed. To illustrate the consequences ofthe
interpretation of so-called multipliers extensively used in the vector
autoregressive context (table 14.5; figs. 14.2-14.5), consider the follow-
ing two simple, extreme cases:
( ~X') Yj=ex+[3 Xj--j-
Y j = [ex - [3 (~j)] + [3Xj , i = 1, ... N.
ThinkofN as the numberoffirms in the industry, Xi as theR&D ofeach
firm, andYi as profits. Models (1) and (2b) areobservationallyequivalent.
In the case ofmodel (1) a Ll increase in R&D results in a ~Ll increase in
profits. In model (2) a Ll increase in R&D only affects profits to the
extentthatotherfirms respond by altering theirR&D. Inthe case where
all firms respond equally, the multiplier will be exactly zero.
The second issue is that the goal of much recent research effort has
beentoexplain the mannerin which R&Deffort affects thefortunes ofa
company, but it remains true thatR&D represents only a small propor-
tion ofthe operatingbudgetofmost firms. 1Itis reasonable to question to
what extent the R&D tale can wag the VAR. Further, concern about
R&D oftenfocuses ontheessential uncertaintyofthe researchventure,
the implication having beendrawn that many unsuccessful attempts must
be made before a successful invention is identified. This notion does not
fit well in the linear model employed here (equation [2] in Mairesse and
Siu) and in otherpapers in this volume. The model presumes a marginal-
ist-type relationship between the variables, that is, a little more R&D
results in a little moresales orinvestmentorprofit. Since R&D is a small
partofthe operatingbudget and bearssuch uncertainfruits, it seems that
those year-to-year relationships of R&D to other firm-level variables
must be swamped by the consequences ofwage settlements, cost of raw
materials, strikes, advertising, and the response of competitors. Those
identified links may more strongly reflect the "continuity" ofoperations
of the firm than a causal-link chain of events.
1. Thesedataare not reported by Mairesse andSiu butseemessentialfor understanding
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The third comment draws heavily from what has been said above. The
vector autoregressive framework for examining links between variables
fails to recognize the explicit capacity of a firm to think. Why should a
firm's investment depend onsales four periods lagged and onR&Dfour
periods lagged? Perhaps there are adjustment costs; perhaps there is
some information in this old data. However, how rich is this information
in relation to other knowledge available to the firm? Corporate expendi-
ture decisions must reflect, for example, how close the firm is running to
full capacity, or what the relative prices of labor and capital and fuel
might becomein the nearfuture. Thesefactors determine, in a calculated
fashion, the levels ofR&D and investment and the relative mix in the
current year and future years. In the vector autoregressive formulation,
this "thinking" is reduced to a sad series ofstochastic disturbances in the
equation system.
2
2. Adjustmentcosts are a"thin"explanationoflaggedR&D'sabilityto explain current
R&D.